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Abstract— The image can be modified using some 

transformation on original images which forms near 

duplicate images. An image can be represented by its size or 

length and the number of patches in the image varies with 

respect to the length. The adjacent and visually similar 

pixels are clustered and then the resulting cluster is 

considered as a patch. Image representation and image 

similarity measurement are two major issues in image 

matching. The proposed method extracts patches from given 

image and represents by variable length signature. The 

signature is further validated in a near duplicate natural 

image detection which makes a decision about whether two 

images are near duplicates or not.  The near duplicate image 

retrieval aims at retrieving relevant images from image 

database which are similar to query image. The similarity 

between two images is calculated based on variable length 

signature to improve the effectiveness. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Near duplicate images can be created by modifying the 

original images, some transformations are done on original 

images like scaling, rotation. Matching of slightly altered 

photograph to original is called near duplicate image 

detection. A reference image is close to an image according 

to some measures then also called as near duplicate image. 

Matching a small portion of one image to its original image 

is called as sub image retrieval. The near duplicate image 

matching has different applications like postal automation, 

and copyright. The different algorithms are proposed for 

near duplicate image matching. Also the document images 

are also retrieving. Document image retrieval means finding 

the relevant or similar document images. For document 

image retrieval feature extraction is important. When a 

query shot is given the task is to find near duplicate shots 

called near duplicate shot detection. The near duplicate 

images have some common transformations like changing 

contrast, saturation, scaling, cropping and framing. For 

image matching two common issues are important i.e. image 

representation and image similarity. The different similarity 

measures are given for image retrieval. By computing 

distances between features vectors similarity is measure for 

image retrieval. The probabilistic method is better than 

geometric similarity measures.  

Variable-length signature use for near-duplicate 

image matching. The length of which varies with respect to 

the number of patches in the image, an image is represented 

by a signature. To characterize the appearance of each 

image patch, a new visual descriptor, viz., probabilistic 

center-symmetric local binary pattern, is proposed. The 

spatial relationships among the patches are captured, beyond 

each individual patch. The earth mover’s distance is good at 

handling variable-length signatures, in order to compute the 

similarity between two images. Near duplicate document 

image retrieval and near-duplicate natural image detection, 

the proposed image signature is evaluated in two different 

applications. The image signature is evaluated in two 

different applications, i.e., near duplicate document image 

retrieval and near-duplicate natural image detection. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Bin Wang, Zhiwei Li, Discussed duplicate detection 

algorithm for detecting visually duplicate images in a large 

set of images .In many applications finding visually 

identical images in large image collections is important. 

Firstly the k-bit hash code for each image is calculated i.e. 

each image is converted to a k-bit hash code according to its 

content and then conduct the duplicate image detection with 

only the hash codes. 

Yan ke, Rahul Sukthankar, Larry Huston propose a 

system for near duplicate detection and sub image retrieval. 

The near duplicate detection and sub image retrieval 

problem solve by using robust interest point detection (DoG 

detector), local descriptor (PCA-SIFT), and efficient 

similarity search of high dimensional data (LSH). Parts 

based representation of images using distinctive local 

descriptors and give high quality matches under several 

transformations. Locality sensitive hashing used to index the 

local descriptors. The limitation of system and a potential 

drawback in using a parts-based approach is that system 

needs to query hundreds to thousands of features at a time 

which could be slow. 

Narendra Ahuja presents an approach to region-

based hierarchical image matching .The two images are 

given and the goal is to identify the largest part in image 1 

and its match in image 2 having the maximum similarity 

measure defined in terms of geometric and photometric 

properties of regions(e.g., area, boundary shape, and color), 

as well as region topology (e.g., recursive embedding of 

regions). To this end, each image is represented by a tree of 

recursively embedded regions, obtained by a multiscale 

segmentation algorithm. 

Pattern recognition technology has achieved great 

progress in many applications, among which postal 

automation is one of its representative and 

successfulpractical areas. In this Yue Lu present the 

applications of pattern recognition technology to postal 

automation in China, in particular, give the details of image 

acquisition, postcode and address segmentation and 

recognition which are key technologies in automatic letter 

sorting machines. 

James Philbin proposes and compares two novel 

schemes for near duplicate image and video-shot detection. 

The first approach is based on global hierarchical colour 

histograms, using Locality Sensitive Hashing for fast 

retrieval. The second approach uses local feature descriptors 

(SIFT) and for retrieval exploits techniques used in the 

information retrieval community to compute approximate 

set intersections between documents using a min-Hash 
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algorithm. The requirements for near-duplicate images vary 

according to the application, and address two types of near 

duplicate definition:  (i) being perceptually identical and (ii) 

being images of the same 3D scene. 

James Philbin proposes two novel image similarity 

measures for fast indexing via locality sensitive hashing. 

The similarity measures are applied and evaluated in the 

context of near duplicate image detection. The proposed 

method uses a visual vocabulary of vector quantized local 

feature descriptors (SIFT) and for retrieval exploits 

enhanced min-Hash techniques. Standard min-Hash uses an 

approximate set intersection between documents descriptors 

was used as a similarity measure. The proposed similarity 

measures do not require extra computational effort 

compared to the original measure. 

III. DATASET 

Following are the datasets for near duplicate image 

matching: 

A. Esri Data Set 

It includes 17,156 envelope images captured from real-life 

Chinese handwritten mail pieces, among which 600 images 

are randomly taken out to construct the query set, and the 

remaining 16,556 images are irrelevant ones. Afterwards, 

different variations are applied to each query image for 

creating its near-duplicates, which involve rotating the 

image from 10° to 180° by step size of 10°, scaling the 

image with different ratios from 20% to 90% by step size of 

10%, and increasing/decreasing the brightness of the image 

from 20% to 90% by step size of 10% as well.  

B. Euw2 Data Set 

This data set involves 623 typewritten document images 

scanned from technical journals published in English. The 

setup of this data set is similar to that of the eSRI data set, 

with a query set of 320 randomly selected images. 

C. PRI Data Set 

The near-duplicate images in eSRI and eUW2 data sets 

given above are generated by hand, the motivebehind which 

is to test the performance of the proposed method with 

respect to different levels of image variations. Like eSRI 

data set, PRI comes from envelope images as well. 

However, rather than creating the near-duplicates by hand, 

the near-duplicate images in the PRI data set are obtained by 

taking independent pictures of a same envelope under 

different conditions. So they differ in several aspects. 

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

The performance of the face matching system can be 

calculated using   verification time and accuracy. 

A. Verification Time 

Verification time is the duration of time that a system takes 

to make decision. 

B. Matching Accuracy 

Matching accuracy is defined as follows: 

 Matching            Number of correct matches ×100 

 Accuracy     =     Total Number of testing images               

V. CONCLUSION 

There are different ways for near duplicate image matching. 

Variable length signature is proposed for near duplicate 

image matching. Patches are used for image representation. 

The length of signature varies with respect to number of 

patches in the image. Probabilistic center symmetric local 

binary pattern is used for appearance of patch in image. To 

compute the similarity between two images earth mover’s 

distance is used. 
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